Centre for Sami Studies at The University of Tromsø has by The Research Council of Norway been assigned to make a survey of sami and indigenous research going on in the Nordic countries. The survey will be a contribution to gain a comprehensive view of the situation regarding to sami and indigenous research going on within/inside the Nordic countries. The status for sami and indigenous research shall lead to recommendations on which areas it is needs for a bigger effort regarding to indigenous research. The survey shall also lead to advices which attempts and follow-ups that are required.

Centre for Sami Studies has composed an electronic tally sheet for sami research project located on our WebPages: www.sami.uit.no. We would be grateful if researchers take their time to register on going sami research projects. The registration will be an important contribution to the aim of making a comprehensive survey of sami and indigenous research within the Nordic countries. The received information is available on our WebPages:

www.sami.uit.no